
Category Theory based programming 
language



This is how the problem to be implemented  
by the programmer is described.

In terms of a programming language a program  
is defined as a function with input arguments and 
output values (Fig. 1). If we require that the function 
did not change its output data, while the output data  
is calculated in the new cells only, the program  
output can be presented as a pair (I, O).  
It will be a pure function from functional  
programming (Fig. 2).



To implement the business procedure in the 
program code, we should point out the initial and 
the final state of the procedure and determine in 
which data structures we will represent these 
states.

Programming in Viete

Viete.io

In general, every program makes a computation  
on data, i.e. it uses input data to calculate output 
data placed into input data cells or into new cells.  
Let us imagine a program as an arrow from the 
input data (I) to the output data (O).

IO problem statement Problem decomposition
A programmer can solve the described IO task 
through decomposition. The programmer thinks 
out a problem solution algorithm, formulates 
intermediate steps of the algorithm and states and 
represents them as a chain of arrows equal to the 
initial one. Commutative diagrams of Category 
Theory are used to describe equality of arrows  
and chains.

Each arrow in the chain is an individual IO subtask. 
By decomposing recursively, you can come  
to primitives – functions of external API or primitive 
operations of the programming language (for which 
the code generation is supposed  
to be performed)



the task is to evaluate a distance from a point  
to a line. The point p = (x0, y0) and the line L  
with the equation y = a*x + b are given at input 



 let us convert the line equation to the  
canonical form a*x – y = –

 let us convert it to the normalized canonical for
 for that let evaluate the length l = sqrt(a*a + 1
 and divide the equation of the line by l by 

introducing extra variables

Example:  

Solution
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nx = a /l

ny = -1/l

r = -b/l

nx * x + ny * y = r

 We have calculated the vector n = (nx, ny) perpendicular to the line L.  
Let us now evaluate the distance from p to L 
d = r - (nx * x0 + ny * y0)

3. 

Solution in Viete will be as follows:

point to line 
distance

sqrt(a^a + 1)

r – (x0*nx + y0*ny)distance

+ + x0 y0 + a b

+ + x0 y0 + nx ny r

+ a –1 –b

I

a/l –1/l –b/I
decomposition

evaluate 
distance

convert line equation to 
normalized canonical form

 As the decomposition goes down from problem 
statement to implementation,  
an arrow with description of the step “evaluate 
distance” appears first, followed by the arrow 
with the formula “r - (x0*nx + y0*ny)”.  
The formula becomes signed in a natural way.  
In plain code, the task could be implemented as 
a solid code without comments, so that you 
would have to understand the meaning of the 
formula by dipping into it. The decomposition 
approach stimulates a more documented code.

You can see the following specifics on the diagra
 There are several levels of abstraction: function 

name, algorithm steps, execution of step
 A parallely executable code may be 

corresponded to the arrows going in parallel

Geometry task
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For more clarity, the subtasks can be brought into separate IO diagrams by referring to them.  

Such IO diagrams can be reused in other tasks.

Code generation
You can generate a code and even architecture of classes using the diagram by slightly improving it.  

Let us consider a task of binary segmentation of an image. Solution with a neural net looks simple:

For the sake of simplicity, we will indicate a neural net model as an attribute of the inference arrow.



Functions can be created from chain arrows by code generation. Function names are set on the arrows, 

while arguments and return values are set on the ends of arrow edges. The diagram should be slightly 

improved to turn functions into class methods.

convert line equation to 
normalized canonical form

convert line equation to 
normalized canonical form
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Let’s see, the preprocessing and postprocessing functions by sense can be placed in the same ImageUtils 
class. The inference function is better to be placed into a separate class – NNModel.  
Let us write the names of the classes before the functions

This diagram allows you to generate classes with method signatures. For instance,  
the generated code with classes for Python will be as follows:


class ImageUtils: @staticmethod


  def preprocessing(image):


    pass



  @staticmethod


  def postprocessing(image):


    pass



class NNModel:


  def inference(self, normalized_image):


    pass



def segmentation(model, image):


  normalized_image = ImageUtils.preprocess(image)


  mask = model.inference(normalized_image)


  binary_mask = ImageUtils.postprocess(image)

segmentation
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ImageUtils.preprocessing

normalized image

NNModel.inference

mask

model



Data types are not used in the example above with 
the code generation for Python. Programming 
languages for a blockchain are mainly statically 
typed. In such languages types should be set for 
arguments of the functions and variables. In Viete, 
you can describe a type mathematically and then 
assign it to the corresponding data type in the 
programming language for code generation.



The type is set as a vertex in the diagram for which 
permissible operations are described with 
variables of this type. For example, natural 
numbers N can be described as follows:

For the type N, the number 0 and the operation +1 
are available. 0 is a natural number, which is 
indicated by a reference (dashed arrow from 0  
to N). The arrow +1 goes from N to N, i.e. the 
operation +1 is applicable to the natural number 
and outputs a natural number.



Thus, you can define decimal digits by applying  
+1 to 0, for example 1:

Data Types
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NB. A simple task can be decomposed in Viete quite quickly. Then, it can also take a few minutes to divide 
the methods by classes judging by sense. As a result, we have thought out the steps of the task solution 
algorithm and created an architecture of classes to implement the algorithm in the code.
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The arrow +1 brought from 0 is referred to +1: N -> N thus shows that it is already determined for N 

operation +1 and not a new one. The number 1 is a natural number without an apparent reference to N as 

for 0. This is derived from the fact that the type of return value for operation +1 is defined.



The reference shows that for a referring vertex/edge you can draw all diagrams determined for a vertex/

edge referred to. This is the diagram inheritance. From a mathematical point of view, mathematical 

properties are inherited during diagram inheritance.



Other digits can be defined:

A binary operation of addition can be defined in several diagrams. Let us bring here 2 of those for brevity: 

link to +1 and commutative property of addition:


+1

+1 +1 +1+1 +1

zero

N

0 1 3 52 4

+ a 1 + a b

+ b a

+1

+

+

+

b



You can also introduce an operation  
of multiplication, exponentiation, and binary  
or decimal notation of the natural number.



Then, you can define UInt8 type, for example,  
by bringing the reference to N for inheritance of all 
necessary properties. And finish the definition 
writing the properties limiting the range of values 
or bit count (i.e. the number of digits in binary 
notation).

Note.  
A requirement is a schema property that we want 
to be fulfilled. The property may not be fulfilled  
if there are errors in the schema implementation. 
The verification mechanism allows you to prove 
that the requirement is met for the correct 
implementation. For more information see the 
Program Verification section. If a requirement  
for a schema is met, it can be used as a property  
to prove the feasibility of other requirements.



Let us consider an example of MVC (Model View 
Controller) for a service representing information 
from a database in an editable html page.

Now, the type of variables, arguments of functions 
and outputs can be set by carrying the reference 
from the corresponding vertices to a vertex  
of necessary type.
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Unit8

A tool to indicate equality of the chains was used 
above to decompose the function arrow to a chain 
of evaluations and to describe the type properties.



The chain equality can be used to show the 
equality of two chains of evaluations – this is what 
is usually written in Unit tests. Equality of chains 

in Viete allows you to describe both Unit tests and 
a more stringent thing such as requirements.



The last thing gives possibilities for program 
verification, which is especially important for smart 
contracts in the blockchain.

Requirements and Unit tests

user action

Database

Model js eventprocess

save load process’

html + controls + js

View.view

The service logic is follows

 Information from the database is loaded into  
a model in RA

 The model is used to generate html page with 
UI for editing data and js code for processing 
events with data update from U

 Each event occurring after user actions  
is processed and used to update the model  
in the memory and the record in the database



There can be several variants of updating  
of the model and database
 The record in the database is updated by the 

arrow process’, the model in the memory  
is marked invalid and a new version is loaded 
from the database by the arrow loa

 The model in the memory is updated by the 
arrow process, then the updated model  
is saved to the database by the arrow sav

 At the same time, the record in the database  
is updated by the arrow process’ and the model 
in the memory is updated by the arrow process.

The 3rd variant can be preferred as a quicker one, 
but it requires the arrows process’ and process to 
apply the update in the same way, i.e. the following 
conditions are fulfille
 update the model in the memory (process)  

or update the record in the database (process’) 
and then load the model (load) will give the 
same resul

 update the record in the database (process’)  
or update the model in the memory (process) 
and save the model in the database (save) will 
give the same result


These conditions can be pointed out on the 
diagram using the equality of chains:


The chain equalities set the requirement that can 
be used for the program verification. For example, 
if you add an implementation for each arrow in the 
chain by means of decomposition, you could verify 
the correctness of implementation – prove that the 
implementation corresponds to the requirement.



Unit test will look like a separate diagram with  
the selected specific input data that will contain 
references to the initial diagram and chain equality:
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At the same time, the record in the database  
is updated by the arrow process’ and the model  
in the memory is updated by the arrow process.
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A typical verification task is as follows
 The task is described as a high level diagram with requirements (as chain equalities
 Data types are selected for the diagram and further the diagram arrows  

are decomposed to the implementation leve
 Properties are described for the data types as the chains equalitie
 It must be shown that chains equalities of the requirements are constructible  

from the chains equalities of the properties



To solve the verification problem, we use a mechanism of transition from one chain in the chain equality  
to another. A sequence of these transitions allows you to move from the properties of data types to the 
requirements. The transitions are based on the concept of natural transformation and natural isomorphism 
from category theory. If the implementation is based on some API and not the data types of the language,  
the requirements defined in API can be used for verification along with the properties of the data types.



Viete offers a tool of visual transition from one chain to another within the equality and a tool of visual 
comparison for chain equalities – the initial requirement chain equality and the one constructed from 
implementation and properties of the data types.



As an example of how it works, let’s consider a problem of proof of correct implementation  
for ERC20 smart contract.



The function transfer of the smart contract performs a task of token transfer from one user  
to another. The requirement, that can be described for the function transfer: the total balance  
on accounts of two users after token transfer  
does not change.



I.e. if initially the accounts held recipientValue and senderValue of tokens, and an amount of token  
is transferred, the aggregate balance will remain recipientValue + senderValue.

This can be easily shown algebraically

 after transfer of amount of tokens, the users’ accounts will indicate senderValue – amount  
and recipientValue + amount of tokens respectivel

 Total amount of balances will not change indeed. Let us write down the proof by indicating on the left 
the property (axiom) for integers to be applied during the transition:


(senderValue - amount) + (recipientValue + amount) =    | associativity of addition, remove the parentheses


= senderValue - amount + recipientValue + amount =      | definition of subtraction


= senderValue + (-amount) + recipientValue + amount =   | commutativity of addition


= senderValue + recipientValue + (-amount) + amount =   | associativity of addition


= senderValue + recipientValue + ((-amount) + amount) = | definition of opposite numbers 


= senderValue + recipientValue

Program Verification
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Logic from the proof above can be visualized in Viete. Let us consider a piece of visual proof. 

Transition from the algebraic proof

 On the right, the definition of subtraction is described by means of addition and the concept of opposite 
number. It is described as equality of an arrow and a chai

 In the center, operation sub is described – it is a safe subtraction in Solidity. Transition from sub to add 
is performed as a transition from one chain to another with reference to the corresponding property of 
integers – subtraction definition. The definition property is marked by <=>⇔ arrow allowing the transition 
between the chains in both directions. When referring to the property we select for clarity the direction 
we need for transition by choosing the corresponding => arrow. You can also use a bidirectional arrow

 A reference from transition to property used for transition is created by drawing edge from =>     to <=>. 
Certainly, if you’d like to refer to a necessary property, the data type senderValue and amount  
shall be inherited from the type of integers. The types are checked for compliance at the moment of 
edge creation. It is also checked if the property selected for justification of transition is correct  
– the equalities of chains as diagrams shall structurally correspond to each other

 If the correctness check failed, the edge will be drawn in dotted line with a dot visually indicating  
the error

Visually looks as follows:

senderValue - amount + recipientValue + amount =        | definition of subtraction (2) 


= senderValue + (-amount) + recipientValue + amount
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Viete offers a visual programming language with the following capabilitie
 statement of a business problem as scenarios where states and transitions are pointed ou
 formulation of a programming task by indicating data structures for the states of business tas

 successive decomposition of the task from statement to detailed implementation with selection of 
intermediate levels of abstractio

 description of types with mathematical propertie
 code generation into the selected programming language for which type binding is assigned for the 

types, language operations and APIs on this languag
 code generation with building of class hierarchy (optionally

 description of requirements and Unit tests. The requirements can be described as a part of statement  
of the business problem and as a part of statement of the programming tas

 visual system of verification of compliance of the implementation with the requirements in the problem 
statement. Verification mechanism is multi-purpose and can be used for verification of procedures  
and business calculation

 generation of APIs with requirements and re-usage of APIs in other projects



NB. Verification mechanism is multi-purpose and can be used for verification of procedures  
and business calculations.

Conclusion
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Code migration

Any complex frameworks undergo changes in the course of their development that break backward 
compatibility. Technically, this means that part of the old API is no longer supported. In this case,  
as a rule, any functionality that was based on the old API can be implemented on the new one.



Many framework developers or community members provide code generators that migrate legacy code  
to the new API. For example – Unity 3D, code generators from Python2 to Python3.



Code generators are usually not universal. They cover simple cases, but in complex cases, they will either 
spawn non-working (at best non-compiling) code or leave the old API code unchanged.



If the old and new API are described by Viete.io models, then the transition from old models to new ones 
can be described as a changed plan. This plan will be the logic behind the refactoring of the old code  
to migrate to the new API. With pattern matching, this logic can be used to refactor models that use the API 
or create an automatic code generator if the final changes need to be made to code that are not created in 
Viete.io.



Users can add models with special cases of using the old API, since the context of use will be described in 
the model for them. The transition plan can be made with context-sensitive optimizations for such models.

Appendix


